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The Archaeological Map of the Czech Republic information system has been conceived as
the backbone infrastructure of Czech archaeology. It combines a branch administrative application designed for archaeological fieldwork management with the comprehensive administration of the fieldwork results, including retrospective archaeological data collected since the late
19th century. The AMCR system works with a dynamic model of archaeological knowledge
formation and is designed to hold the evidence from various phases of fieldwork activities: from
research project articulation, through the description of archaeological fieldwork activities up
to the analysis of their results and their linking to field documentation metadata.
The AMCR contains a register of planned archaeological interventions and follows their
progress to the submission of final information on their results within the excavation report.
It creates an authority file of “fieldwork events” and gives them unique and persistent identifiers on which additional information can be bound, e.g. field documentation, bibliographic
entries or even finds in museum collections. Links between authority records of various
contents produce a complex network of specialized information.
Besides its administrative function, the AMCR also aspires to play the role of a “national”
archaeological database. With this intention in mind, the re-examination of the majority of
existing data was carried out within the framework of the AMCR project, and these data were
included in the authority list of fieldwork events and “sites”. Records that have not been
edited thus far and records of events that have not yet appeared in the database can be entered
and edited by users in the future. Today, this form of crowdsourcing seems to be the only
viable way to sort out the huge amount of data that have been collected (but not revised and
gathered in one place) in the course of the 150 years of Czech archaeology. While the volume
of data grows each year, data continues to be unnecessarily lost – if they are not properly registered, structured and stored within an information system. Among other positive effects, cooperation on the creation and management of the common information system could reinforce
integration in the Czech archaeological community.
The AMCR client interface is distributed as a desktop application. It can be downloaded for
free at http://www.archeologickamapa.cz. After installation, the users gain access to data at
a basic level, which can be further expanded by setting up a user account and acquiring higher
user rights.
25
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2.1 INTRODUCTION
2.1.1 The mission – integrating archaeological data in the CR
The AMCR integrates two basic aspects of archaeological heritage management in
the Czech Republic (CR). On one hand, it represents a branch administrative
system to ensure ongoing administrative evidence of upcoming as well as ongoing
fieldwork. This enables the effective control of their quality and the subsequent
processing of results into the final excavation report. In this case, the system works
primarily with data coming from developers, cultural heritage managers and
archaeologists – heads of archaeological excavations, who should mandatorily
provide information to the central database (while this obligation is incorporated in
current legislation only indirectly, in the currently prepared law it is to be established unambiguously).
On the other hand, the AMCR aspires to present a comprehensive overview of
the archaeological heritage of the CR, and, thus, to create a “national” archaeological database of the “sites and monuments record” type. Data from newly conducted
fieldwork events as well as data of a retrospective nature are used as information
sources; they are collected and edited by the staff of the Institutes of Archaeology
CAS in Prague and Brno (IAP, IAB) and the National Heritage Institute (NHI) or by
their external collaborators.
Both of the above-mentioned aspects of the AMCR are related in many ways,
and, therefore, we believe that their unification will be advantageous for users. Such
a combination of tools creates a uniform system of key information that can be
widely used across archaeological field activities, heritage management and even
in some aspects of museum work. The new system is mainly aimed at increasing
the efficiency of the collection and dissemination of information. We consider it to
be one of the most important preconditions for any further development of the
discipline, whether in theoretical research, monument management or in communication with the wider public. The aim of the AMCR is to ensure the smooth flow
of information without any losses:
(a) from builders to licensed archaeological organisations;
(b) among licensed archaeological organisations (their effective division of tasks in
fieldwork and fair access to work opportunities);
(c) from licensed archaeological organisations to the central database and the repository of data (submitting of excavation reports and other information about fieldwork);
(d) from the central archive to a wider professional community, students, project
consultants, etc. (for the purpose of academic study, urban planning, etc.);
(e) from all the users to the central archive (collection and editing of earlier data,
results of non-destructive surveys, etc.);
(f) from the central archive to the general public (creation of national and cultural
identity).
26
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Besides the factual level, the AMCR plays an integrating role in several other
aspects. We have managed to implement the AMCR system not only in the activities
of the IAP, responsible for Bohemia, but also in the Institute of Archaeology CAS in
Brno (IAB), managing the data from Moravia and Silesia. Thus, for the first time in
Czech archaeology the entire CR has been integrated within a single system of
archaeological fieldwork evidence.
The third integration level is represented by the harmonization of two parallel
systems of evidence that were created with different objectives in the two major professional institutions of the CR, namely the AMCR and the State Archaeological List of
the CR administered by the NHI. The State Archaeological List is a database derived
from the Archaeological Database of Bohemia (ADB) – the predecessor of the AMCR. It
is simplified so that it contains more general data that are applicable more to the
sphere of cultural monument management than for the purpose of further research.
The data are still collected in a parallel manner for both databases, as the unification
of both systems is not yet viable. Within the scope of the AMCR project (specialists
of the NHI participated in it), we have at least managed to ensure that the data
updating both systems will be shared and, therefore, professional capacities will be
saved for data entry.
The last integration level represents the gradual creation of a co-operative
professional community. Archaeologists and those interested in archaeology are still
insufficiently aware of the importance of co-operation in the development of research
infrastructures; however, archaeology can hardly move forward without their existence. Thus, the AMCR also aims at contributing to the creation of a community that
is aware of its responsibility for building professional infrastructures and is able to
participate in their creation.

2.1.2 Points of departure
The AMCR information system seeks to bring together previously unconnected databases and operations related to their performance and management. They are as follows: (1) administrative evidence of upcoming and ongoing fieldwork; (2) collecting
information on the scientific results of archaeological fieldwork; (3) systematic recording of other sites in the landscape known primarily from long-term surface survey
and remote sensing; and (4) management of the field documentation repository for
the use of the IAP and IAB, as well as other institutions within the framework of the
current legislation.
The various levels of the information system mostly required different
approaches, and this made the preparation of the AMCR an extremely complex task.
The complexity of a branch administrative system lies in the necessity of monitoring
the information during its gradual creation and transformation, i.e. in the course of
preparation, processing as well as the final evaluation of archaeological field
results. In addition to technical data, it must also include the so-called business rules,
a set of principles determining who and at what point is required or authorized to
deliver or share the given information and what the information should include. As
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far as data models are concerned, the building of a retrospective “sites and monuments record” database is somewhat simpler, but it must primarily deal with the considerable heterogeneity of old information, a large number of errors, as well as
uncertainty in the matter of descriptive data.
The existing data comes from long-term collected databases in both Institutes of
Archaeology CAS. In Bohemia, we can derive data mainly from the Archaeological
Database of Bohemia (ADB), which has been created in the IAP since the early 1990s
and currently contains around 100,000 records (cf. Chapter 1). On the one hand, the
ADB contains data excerpted from the Institute’s archives by their own employees;
on the other, there are data that were continuously delivered in the central repository by chief archaeologists, which contains information about their fieldwork
activities. Thus, the database grows annually by 2,000-3,000 new entries. For Moravia
and Czech Silesia, the data is managed by the Digital Archive and Evidence of Archaeological Excavations in Moravia and Silesia system since 2009.
The ADB is formed by structured records on individual fieldwork events, i.e. a set
of “analytical” data (Kuna 2002). Since creating the database system, it has been clear
that the stored data will require deep revision and supplementation (see Chapter 1).
However, the capacity to accomplish this task has been lacking to date. Content revision was largely conducted only within the scope of the AMCR project; adding
missing information remains a future task. However, the AMCR system has at least
developed an efficient tool to perform this task.
As far as the organisation and supervision of archaeological heritage management
in the CR is concerned, the biggest challenge IAP and IAB had to face until recently
was the lack of systematic information on upcoming and ongoing archaeological
fieldwork. In such circumstances, it was virtually impossible to supervise either the
quality of the fieldwork or the processing of excavation reports. This problem was
largely solved by launching the Internet Database of Archaeological Fieldwork
(IDAF) in 2008. The IDAF system serves as a register of upcoming and ongoing fieldwork (see Chapter 3) and, currently, a large part of all licensed organisations in the
country are involved in the data entry (which is still voluntary). In mid-2015, the
database comprised about 45,000 records. IDAF and ADB records are now connected
by an identifier of archaeological field project/event; however, from a technical point
of view, they are still two separate systems, and the user accesses them through
different platforms. In the AMCR, both platforms are unified, which substantially
simplifies and accelerates both data entry and management.
Besides the content of the database systems that are largely related to the administrative agenda of the IAP and IAB, records regarding a certain number of “sites”,
i.e. units that are not directly tied to any of the records on specific fieldwork, have
been entered in the AMCR (cf. Chapter 2.1.3). They represent archaeological monuments visible on the surface that have been, in the long-term, recorded in the course
of field surveys such as prehistoric and Early Medieval hillforts (almost 700 cases),
Medieval castles (about the same number) and fortified manors (currently more than
1,300 cases). These and other types of sites will continue to be systematically added
and processed.
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A completely separate group of sites was identified by aerial survey based on
surface cropmarks (soil marks, etc.). In the last twenty years, approximately 700 sites
of this type have been identified in Bohemia by IAP aerial survey (cf. Chapter 5).
Processing of sites identified by aerial survey conducted by other institutions is
currently prepared to be included as well.
The collection of archaeological documentation the AMCR has at its disposal
comes from the IAP Digital Archive and the IAB Repository. The IAP Digital Archive
was built in 2002-2010 by digitalizing the analogue documents kept in the Institute’s
archives. The fully digitalized content of the Archive represents a collection of more
than 300,000 documents (for more details, see Chapter 4). Within the AMCR project,
the indexing of all documents was completed by using a relatively detailed metadata
system. Simultaneously, a parallel to the Prague Digital Archive is constructed at the
IAB. The content of both repositories continuously grows by the digital versions of
excavation reports from all licensed organizations in the CR and by other field
documentation from IAP and IAB activities.
Problems in the current situation lie primarily in the fact that the ADB was not
conceived as an authority file of fieldwork events, and, therefore, the ADB records
were not (and could not) be linked to other record categories. Although, for example,
lists of both fieldwork and related documents existed, their mutual relationships
could not have been established due to the lack of unambiguous and persistent identifiers (PIDs). The creation of such links was one of the tasks of the AMCR project.

2.1.3 General concepts of the database system
The structure and functionality of the system was designed in 2012-2015 by the
project team at the IAP in connection with earlier database systems developed by the
IAP Archive staff (see Chapter 1.2). The AMCR is based on a dynamic model of
archaeological (field) research as a way of obtaining specialized knowledge. Archaeological fieldwork typically undergoes several successive phases, and each of them
uses specific terms and categories (Fig. 2.1). These phases are as follows: (i) formulation of professional goals and spatial planning; (ii) fieldwork; (iii) functional and
chronological analysis of the excavated archaeological context, and (iv) data synthesis and interpretation. After the synthesis/interpretation phase is reached, new
research questions may be asked, and the next iteration of the cognitive cycle
emerges. Therefore, the AMCR data model and workflows are set up so that the
dynamic character of the data flow can be reliably captured (cf. a similar scheme in
Ullrich – Wanninger 2013).
The above-mentioned phases of the cognitive process correspond to the categories
of the archaeological evidence units used (or proposed) in the AMCR: (i) projects;
(ii) fieldwork events (in Czech “akce” – actions) and sites; (iii) components; and (iv)
landscape entities. In addition to these categories, there are another four important
groups of data that the AMCR uses for detailed specification of the form and content
of the preceding categories. These “reference data classes” are (v) finds, i.e. data
on features and moveable items discovered by fieldwork and used for the further
29
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Fig. 2.1 Model of an iterative cycle of archaeological knowledge formation based on fieldwork
research. 1: Main categories – data classes; 2: referential data classes; 3: categories of a potential
development of the AMCR in the future; 4: 1:N relations; 5: M:N relations; 6: phases of archaeological
fieldwork activities.

specification of their particular components; (vi) spatial units (in Czech “PIAN”);
(vii) metadata on the field documentation linked to fieldwork events (documents)
as well as (viii) bibliographic records understood as external information sources.
The mutual relationship between the main categories is depicted in Fig. 2.1, and a
more detailed description thereof follows.

Projects
The formulation of the research objectives as well as the selection of sites for fieldwork represents the main focus of the first phase of any field research. Most frequently, the choice of a location is determined from outside of archaeology, e.g. by
construction or industrial activities.1 It should be emphasized that even within such
1
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a context the fieldwork does not represent automatically and mechanically feasible
actions: before any decision is made to start a field intervention, it is always necessary to consider its scientific benefits, goals and priorities, appropriate methods of
fieldwork (e.g. sample size), etc.
Units (categories) that arise in this stage are called projects. They are logical parts
of the field activities of both research and rescue character that are (should be) registered already in the preparatory phase. The project is usually determined by the
particular impulse for fieldwork and its agent (the organisation and the chief
archaeologist) and it is usually carried out as one or more “fieldwork events”.

Fieldwork events and sites
Archaeological field activities can be divided into “events of the fieldwork”. This
term has represented the core of the IAP information systems since the early 1990s,
when the obligation to submit the so-called Report on Archaeological Event to the
central repository was established. These Reports became the basic record units of
the ADB.
An archaeological event is any logical (i.e. spatially and time-limited) and comprehensive part of archaeological fieldwork conducted by a specific person/organisation that can serve as a convenient evidence unit. An archaeological event is also
generally characterized by a single “archive” of the field documentation such as a
series of numbers identifying stratigraphic units, documentation, etc. An event can
have any (arbitrary) temporal and spatial extent; however, for extensive fieldwork
(e.g. rescue excavations in linear constructions) it is recommended that the fieldwork
be registered as several events ordered by corresponding land register (cadastre)
territories. The reason is the clear arrangement of the data and easier searching by
cadastre names, which represent one of the most common search criteria.
Fieldwork is the first stage of the analysis of an archaeological context, lying in its
physical breakdown (= analysis) into individual parts and their description. The
approach of the AMCR can be designated as “analytical”, as the fieldwork events
represent arbitrary parts (sections) of the general archaeological context in the state
in which they were observed and submitted for further analysis (Kuna 2002).2 The
fieldwork events always occupy a certain space and may overlap; their description
is, therefore, mutually independent and makes it possible to assign each unit to a
persistent identifier.
A fieldwork event is usually a continuation of an archaeological project, and in
such a case we are talking about a project fieldwork event. Within the scope of a
project, several (project) events can be included; these may differ by their spatial definition and, possibly, even by the season of the fieldwork, the chief archaeologist, etc.
There are also cases of events not related to a pre-registered project. This particularly happens when earlier archaeological fieldwork and unforeseen finds are registered, or when non-destructive methods of fieldwork are applied. For these types of
2

Unlike the other registration systems that usually combine partial field observations into larger spatial
units on the basis of the performed synthesis.
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events, their preliminary and/or retroactive evidence as projects is not possible or
reasonable. Therefore, the given fieldwork events are recorded separately as standalone fieldwork events.
Archaeological fieldwork events can be divided into spatial units called documentation units. The whole area of the event, its portion corresponding to a particular group of finds or its part defined by the fieldwork’s course (e.g. a trench) can be
considered the documentation unit. Events may contain one or more documentation
units.
A specific case of field research represents the visual surface and aerial surveys,
in the course of which new archaeological features are recorded but no movable finds
are obtained. Usually, such units correspond to logical archaeological (spatial)
entities visible on the surface (e.g. earthworks, a group of barrows, cropmarks) or to
landscape sections with potential archaeological significance (e.g. caves, hill-tops).
Such units (documentation units) are called sites.
In archaeology, the term “site” is burdened with many different meanings and is
used inconsistently (e.g. in a meaning for which other terms such as a “component”
or a “landscape entity” are used in this publication). In our concept, “sites” (as well
as “events”) are not chronologically and functionally homogenous units or entities of
the past settlement structure. Rather, we perceive “sites” as artificial landscape
sections, the perception of which is given by the fieldwork methods and formation
processes (preservation of finds). The sites represent the results of one or more
archaeological events that are, from the view of their nature, meaningless to record
separately, for they are repeatable and without any finds (cf. Fig. 2.2).

Fig. 2.2 Relationships between the categories of “project fieldwork event”, “stand-alone fieldwork
event” and “site” within AMCR semantics.
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The category of “sites” was introduced (i) to include spatial units known from
various kinds of visual exploration that were not properly registered; (ii) to preserve
information about these units as particular wholes, for otherwise they would only be
split into partial “events”; and, simultaneously, (iii) to remove unnecessary and
redundant records such as repeated “visits to sites” from the database, i.e. cases in
which a large number of events are linked to the same phenomenon or entity but do
not provide any new information.
The definition implies that the sites cannot be linked to finds, as finds can only be
obtained by individual archaeological events (associated with a particular field
intervention), and they should be recorded as parts of them. Sites may or may not
contain components, since they usually derive from the finds. Of course, it is useful
if components are listed for individual sites, but their lists are always of an unsystematic and rather indicative character.
Sites can also be understood as a “phenotypic” category of the archaeological context, as units determined by how they appear (on the surface, even from a distance).
For example, a larger site surrounded by banks may be called a “hillfort”, regardless
of features hidden below the surface; a “castle” means a specific type of structural remains preserved in a specific location, etc. Problems can arise when the same term is
applied not only in this sense but also for determining the functional components, i.e.
as a “genotypic” category of the archaeological context. This can lead to seemingly
illogical situations. For example, the site of a “deserted village” (a phenotype – a
group of specific, on the surface preserved features) is more-or-less always related to
a component “village” (a genotype – chronological as well as functional and social
unit). However, the same does not apply the other way around: a component (genotype) of medieval “village” can be currently situated in other types of landscape and
appear as another phenotype, e.g. in a built-up area of a present-day town or on a
completely ploughed field that do not represent the phenotype (site) of a “deserted
village”.

Components
Finds deriving from one fieldwork event, respectively one documentation unit, are
(usually within the scope of the “post-excavation” processing of finds) further broken down (= analysed) into meaningful parts corresponding to spatial, chronological and functional homogenous groups of items. These groups are called
“components” (after Deetz 1967; Neustupný 1986, 2007, 2010).
An event component is a spatial, chronological and functional group of finds
deriving from one documentation unit of a fieldwork event, while the site component is an analogous section of a site (in this case defined only typologically on the
basis of visible surface features or information from other sources). A document component is understood as a chronological and functional unit of a fieldwork event
recorded by a document (see below in text).
Components are determined by assignment to a specific “activity area” (part of a
settlement area, cf. Neustupný 1986; cf. Tab. 2.7) and a period (chronological and cultural classification). To each component is furthermore assigned a list of “activities”
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that are directly attested for the appropriate component: e.g. a “residential area” may
be accompanied not only by the “residential” activity (assigned automatically) but
also by “funerary” activity (e.g. a burial in a settlement pit) and/or “manufacture”
(pottery kiln), “hoarding” (pottery vessel hoard), and “communication” (a road running through the settlement) activities (Tab. 2.7). It would be possible, of course, to
see individual activities as separate components (which mix and overlap each other);
however, for practical reasons it would be neither practical nor even advisable.
The components represent arbitrarily defined units. They are mainly defined on
the basis of factors such as good arrangement and the comprehensibility of records
of the event’s content. For example, if settlement finds of two archaeological cultures
were discovered in the course of a smaller archaeological event, this situation can be
described as one documentation unit with two components. If the area of archaeological fieldwork is more extensive and, simultaneously, finds of different cultures
are not spread all over the entire area, it is preferable to define one documentation
unit for the “whole” type without components and supplement it with one or two
minor units with appropriate components. If the excavation area contains several
trenches and we decide to perceive each trench as an independent documentation
unit, the number of components will correspond to the number of trenches
multiplied by the number of archaeological periods documented in their area.
A specific issue concerns “negative observations” (negative evidence). As far
back as the early 1990s, attention has been paid to the description of fieldwork events
and their parts with no identified archaeological finds (so-called empty components
according to the settlement area theory), with full confidence that they are of high
importance for various issues of settlement archaeology. In the new version of the
AMCR, information about negative evidence is attached to a documentation unit, to
which, then, there is no need to add any component. Quite frequently we encounter
this situation when an extensive area (or a long linear fieldwork) is mostly void of
any finds (i.e. it mainly represents a “negative observation”), but also includes
a few small places with documented archaeological finds. The suggested solution is
to define a “negative” documentation unit for the whole area (with no components)
and to add an appropriate number of small documentation units overlapping the
“negative” whole with a few “positive” components with a particular spatial
extent.

Landscape entities
Through a synthesis of components, archaeology can define units that approximate
the past reality. We call such units (tentatively) “landscape entities”, but other
designations can be also used (“landscape components”, “settlement elements”, etc.).
We expect that Czech archaeology will focus in the future on their creation and
evidence, on the basis of archaeological as well as written and cartographic sources.
This category is mentioned in the AMCR as a logical part of the archaeological
information structure; however, neither the programming of this database segment
nor data collection has been launched yet. In other words, the AMCR consciously
remains in the “analytical phase” and pursues the preservation of analytical data for
34
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future synthesis (cf. Kuna 2002). The very question of whether the landscape entities
will ever be registered within the AMCR or any other computer application is not
currently essential.

Finds
Generally speaking, “finds” encompass all archaeological evidence of man in the
past. The AMCR applies this term, however, in a narrower sense: a find represents
the hierarchically lowest level of functional elements (artefacts and ecofacts or
“things”) used for the description of archaeological contexts, i.e. an immovable “feature” (also “complex”) or a movable “object”.
The AMCR does not perform a detailed and comprehensive description of
archaeological finds belonging to individual components. Finds are understood
merely as a specific “property” of components that enables us to better characterize
the archaeological context under study. In many cases, a detailed description of the
finds is necessary for understanding the contents of a component. For example, when
describing an isolated find or hoard, it is necessary to determine what kind of material as well as what type of object was found; and, sometimes, it may be even useful
to record particular museum collection identifiers. In contrast, the situation is
different in the case of extensive excavations: finds can be recorded only generally
and selectively, and only those items that characterized the component best should
be cited. For example, an extensive prehistoric settlement can adequately be described
by adding information such as “dozens of dwellings”, “hundreds of sunken features”, “burials in settlement pits”, etc.
Thus, no authority list of finds is meant to be created in the AMCR, and (immovable) finds can even be recorded in the context of several fieldwork events, for
example, in the case of a repeatedly excavated hillfort ditch, building foundations, etc.
In spite of this, a broader use of the AMCR in the management of archaeological finds
would be possible, for example, by linking finds in museum collections to particular
fieldwork events by their persistent identifiers.

Spatial units (PIAN)
The spatial definition of archaeological fieldwork is provided by a compulsory link
of documentation units to the geospatial units. Such units are called PIAN (adhering
to the established abbreviation of its Czech name – “prostorová identifikace archeologických nálezů”, “spatial identification of archaeological finds”). The PIAN system
was established at the IAP in the mid-1980s in an auxiliary coordinate system that
recorded the distance from western and southern sectional lines of the appropriate
sheets of 1:10,000 maps (cf. Chapter 1.3).3 A PIAN unit can be characterized as a polygon, a line or a point that receives its own identifier and a certain degree of accuracy
(or reliability, cf. Chapter 2.3.1.H). Existing PIAN units were re-examined within the
AMCR project.

3

At that time, any actual coordinate systems were regarded as classified information.
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The very principle of treating spatial units as “objects” of an independent data
class (therefore not merely as “properties” of archaeological events) is among the
new approaches developed by the AMCR. Each PIAN unit may, in this way, be linked
to many events or sites if they occurred at the same spot (and vice-versa – an event
may be linked to more PIAN units).

Documents
The IAP and IAB Digital Archives with excavation reports and other primary documentation of archaeological fieldwork in the CR (see Chapter 4) form an important
part of the AMCR. Under current legislation, the archives are continually updated by
the mandatory submission of excavation reports. In the case of excavations (and other
types of fieldwork) conducted by the IAP and IAB, the archives store not only final
reports but also all other parts of the field documentation such as plans, maps,
photographs, aerial photographs (see Chapter 5), as well as other fieldwork documents. When creating the Archaeological Database of Bohemia, the contents of the
archives represented the primary information and they still remain the main source
for any detailed studies, data verifications, etc.
Within the framework of the AMCR, a document is an element of the fieldwork
documentation kept in the IAP or IAB archives (which also means that it is available
in digital full-text form). Similar resources kept at other institutions are perceived as
“external sources” (similar to publications). Unlike those kept at the IAP or IAB, such
documents are not furnished with detailed metadata on their contents and their fulltext versions.
The document categorization respects the practice that has been historically
established in the IAP in the last decades. Altogether, fifteen “series” of documents
with their own successive numbers (identifiers) are distinguished (see Tab. 2.1). The
content of the documents is described by “document components” and “document
finds” (analogous to the fieldwork events). This description is especially important
for photographs and plans because their content is, of course, mostly narrower than
the scope of the entire fieldwork. For example, the chronological and factual information about a photograph capturing an Early Bronze Age burial is recorded as
a document component (“Early Bronze Age – cemetery”) and a document find
(“grave”). Such descriptors can be used when searching for images with such content,
without having to look at hundreds of photographs taken in the course of the given
fieldwork.
A file (or several files stored in the Digital Archive repositories) represents the
physical equivalent of a “document”. The file contains its own metadata regarding its
physical properties, date of its creation, transfer, etc.

External sources (bibliography)
The bibliographic segment of the AMCR is used for connecting the fieldwork events
to source information in publications, expert reports and other “grey literature”. It is
based on an extensive bibliographical catalogue created in the IAP that currently
contains over 100,000 titles, including analytical entries (cf. the Institutes’ websites);
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Tab. 2.1 Document categories (“series”) in the IAP Archive.
Code

Title

Explanation

DD

DIGITAL DATA

Tables, vector drawings, etc.

DL

DIGITAL AERIAL IMAGES

Digital photographs from aerial surveys

DP

DIGITAL PHOTOS – OBJECTS

Digital photographs of moveable objects

DT

FIELDWORK DIGITAL PHOTOS

Digital photographs from fieldwork

FD

SLIDES

Slides from fieldwork and objects

FJ

PHOTOS – OTHERS

Personal photographs, social events, etc.

FP

PHOTOS – OBJECTS

Photographs of moveable objects

FT

PHOTOS – FIELDWORK

Photographs from fieldwork

LD

AERIAL PHOTOS – SLIDES

Slides from aerial surveys

LN

AERIAL PHOTOS – NEGATIVES

Negatives from aerial surveys

PY

PLANS

Maps and plans from fieldwork

TP

EXPERT REPORTS

Expert reports and results of analyses (text documents)

TX

REPORTS

All kinds of archaeological field reports (text documents)

ZA

ARCHIVE RECORDS
OF FW EVENTS

PDFs with the fieldwork event entries, automatically
generated after every modification of the record

ZL

ARCHIVE RECORDS OF SITES

Ditto for sites

the inclusion of IAB data will follow. This database has been converted into the
AMCR structure, included into the system and is continuously updated with new titles affiliated with the fieldwork events. All publications, newspaper articles, unpublished scientific reports and other information sources that are not stored in the
IAP and IAB archives are regarded as external sources.
Links between fieldwork events (sites) and external sources have been created
upon the references contained in the Archaeological Database of Bohemia (ADB). In the
beginning, the links had to be identified in a laborious way because the ADB did not
use any standardized form of bibliographical records. Today this task has been essentially completed and further links are generated by recording fieldwork events in
the AMCR.

2.1.4 Completion of the national archaeological database
No comprehensive and systematic overview of the archaeological heritage of the CR
has been compiled to date. Therefore, the AMCR project has been aimed at creating
of a system for the collection of new data on fieldwork in the CR as well as a tool for
collecting and editing retrospective data. However, the re-examination of earlier data,
largely done in the course of the project, has not been finished.
When the project was launched, the ADB contained approximately 94,000 records
on archaeological fieldwork events and finds in Bohemia since the 19th century up to
the present. These data were, however, burdened with a particularly high number of
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duplications4 and inaccurate spatial definitions of the fieldwork. Within the scope of
the revision (carried out by the AMCR project), (i) duplicate records were identified
and removed and their contents were merged into authority entries; (ii) spatial data
were revised and modified into an authority file of the PIAN units; and (iii) records
of the “site” type were transferred to the Sites data class.
Several dozens of experts5 were externally employed in order to revise the data
file. The experts especially came from regional institutions because they were highly
familiar with the state of evidence and resources in their regions. The IAP staff established a model that was to be applied to the revision process, including preliminary semi-automatic identification of duplicates, the conversion of records into a text
editor, data processing by external collaborators, the creation of new spatial units
and re-entering the corrected data in the ADB (AMCR) database.
After the revision was concluded, the number of authority records of events
decreased in the AMCR by 25%. On the other hand, the number of spatial units
increased by 5%. However, a certain part of the records (less than 1%) was left
unedited, and these records need to be revised in co-operation with the broader
scientific community in the future.
The revision of the ADB/AMCR concerned, of course, only data available in the
database, and there is still a certain part of knowledge that never found its way into
the system. Missing data on fieldwork events (those done in the field but never
reported to the offices of the IAP and IAB in the past decades) remains the major
imperfection of the AMCR. Unfortunately, the number of such events may be rather
high; it can concern up to 30-50% of all archaeological activities in the country. It was
impossible to simultaneously collect these data, create the system and revise the
existing records. However, the systematic collection of such data is anticipated for
the future and the AMCR system, including some of the crowdsourcing principles,
may become an appropriate tool to achieve such a goal.

2.1.5 Strands of integration
The AMCR has the potential to overcome the current fragmentation of professional
archaeological infrastructures in the country. The unification of the database systems
of the IAP and IAB (established by the AMCR project) represents a crucial step
toward the creation of a unified information infrastructure for the whole country. The
unification will bring (i) more rapid completion of the digitalization and re-examination of Moravian records; (ii) higher overall system efficiency; and (iii) an increase
in the real significance and prestige of archaeological infrastructures in the sphere of
the Digital Humanities.
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Duplications were created in the course of excerpting various sources as well as by the systematic insertion of information about individual seasons of the same fieldwork (cf. Chapters 1.2 and 1.3).

5

Altogether, however, the co-operation did not exceed a couple of full-time workloads.
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The AMCR project has been also successful in establishing a relationship between
the AMCR and the parallel IIS ASP project6 (also conducted by the IAP). This project
focuses on the comprehensive processing of the archaeological funds of the historical centre of Prague (cf. Chapter 6). The project methodology can be used, however,
for analogical mapping of any other areas with complex archaeological contexts. We
succeeded in adjusting the relationship between both systems in a way that ensures
that IIS ASP records grow organically from the AMCR data. On the other hand, the
IIS ASP provides a more detailed description of the documentation units (e.g. individual trenches) while keeping the basic principles of the AMCR.
Recently, a central database of finds obtained by (mostly illegal) metal detector
hunters has become a rather widely discussed topic. Its implementation would help
save valuable archaeological information in a situation where, for whatever reasons,
rescuing finds and sites is more or less impossible. Adjusting the specific demands of
detector find evidence to the already existing AMCR structure would be unnecessarily constrained.7 On the other hand, sharing the basic identifiers and the creation
of a separate map layer with such data can be very useful, and inspiration for such a
task may be seen, for example, in the Portable Antiquities Scheme in the UK.8

2.1.6 Creating community
Widely constructed research infrastructures contain significantly more potential to
enhance integration of the “national” archaeological community than any other segment of archaeology, even if such a path will not be easy in the CR. The task of building an infrastructure implies not only setting its technical foundations but also filling
it with data, which is more difficult. Due to funding restrictions, such a task is currently feasible only with the voluntary co-operation of many experts and organisations. In the CR, submitting data to central databases is not a very popular obligation
because it is time demanding, burdened with rivalry effects, and not every expert is
aware of its real meaning. The majority of professional archaeologists are not only reluctant to share their own data, but also have little interest in broader research topics based on extensive research infrastructures. Therefore, the small supply is
evidently related to a rather limited demand. It is obvious that changes in attitude can
only be achieved by multiple activities; however, the creation of the AMCR infrastructure can be regarded as an indispensable step towards such a change.
The AMCR system can reach the community of archaeologists in the CR in
particular by (i) integrating the registration of fieldwork with the submission of
information on results;9 (ii) the gradual completion and presentation of infor-

6

Integrated Information System of Archaeological Sources of Prague.

7

Just to mention a few specifics: the need for a brief description of each significant find as well as its spatial point localization by coordinates, etc.

8

http://finds.org.uk.

9

According to the prepared Heritage Act, all licensed organisations will be obliged to conduct both activities.
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mation about the archaeological heritage of the CR; and by (iii) providing online
access to the largest specialized document repositories in the CR.
The AMCR not only provides the data for users, it also gathers them. The system simultaneously collects “mandatory” administrative data for the evidence of
field interventions and offers “voluntary” co-operation in the creation of a wider
information base. There is so much older information on archaeological finds and
fieldwork that is not yet registered that their collection and an overall revision
cannot be performed by a single institution. The AMCR represents an attempt to
use a kind of professional crowdsourcing to create the collective knowledge of the
archaeological community. By using the AMCR we can jointly edit information
about previous archaeological fieldwork as well as input information regarding
events that have not yet been registered. This task is not an obligation required by
the law, but a voluntary sharing of information by individuals and organisations.
Together, they create the most significant information source and intellectual property – a relatively complete and reliable overview of the national archaeological
heritage.
The AMCR establishes open and democratic access to specialized (archaeological)
information, and this act can be characterized in Czech archaeology as a novelty. The
openness cannot be, for good reasons, absolute. Therefore, several user roles are
distinguished within the AMCR system (cf. Chapter 2.2.1), with different sets of
working rights within the system.
While the AMCR will probably be able to rely, regarding current field activities,
on the new Heritage Act, the processing of earlier data will primarily depend on the
entire scientific community and on whether archaeologists will deem this task
worthy of their attention and efforts. The AMCR team working in the IAP and IAB
will, naturally, create the necessary conditions for such a task: the dissemination
of the system, training of users, the creation and propagation of best practice
manuals, etc.

2.2 USER POLICY, WORKFLOWS AND TOOLS
2.2.1 User roles and data accessibility
Altogether, five user roles with different sets of working rights within the information system are distinguished in the AMCR (see Tab. 2.2). At the basic level, the right
to browse the information system can be obtained by anyone by installing the software on their computer (role “A” – “anonymous user”). The act of registration
ensures extended user rights (role “B” – “researcher”). Additional rights can be
granted to specialists employed by organisations licensed to conduct archaeological
fieldwork (role “C” – “archaeologist”). Employees of organisations engaged in the
AMCR system management will obtain user rights “D” (“archivist”, mainly conducting formal and content control of entered records) and “E” (“administrator”),
who manages the entire system. Without exceptions, the rights derived from user
40
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Tab. 2.2 Definition of user roles in the AMCR system.
Role

Role – title

Explanation

User rights

A

ANONYMOUS

All users

Exploring and exporting archived data,
creating printed reports

B

RESEARCHER

Registered users

Inserting data on stand-alone fieldwork
events, incl. document submitting

C

ARCHAEOLOGIST

Authorized staff of licensed
archaeological organisations

Project management, submitting fieldwork
event reports, incl. document submitting

D

ARCHIVIST

Authorized staff
of the IAP/IAB archives

Evaluation and archiving of records

E

ADMINISTRATOR

Responsible ICT specialists

Batch imports and exports, erasing of data,
user accounts and glossaries management

roles are cumulative, i.e. each higher role also includes the appropriate permission
given to lower levels. User roles are always tied to a specific user account, and
organisations may be represented in the system by users on different authority (role)
levels.
The user roles affect the extent of access to data and functionalities. Generally
speaking, archived data (i.e. closed and checked records) are available for browsing
to all users (to the extent permitted by the Copyright Act), with the exception of data
for which the record author or the administrator indicates a risk of abuse (e.g. aerial
photographs showing the position of new sites endangered by illegal activities). Only
registered users (“B” or higher user role) can create new records and enter new
documents.

2.2.2 Principles of the Graphical User Interface
The Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the AMCR software is divided into several
basic tools (procedures for browsing, extracting and exporting the contained data)
and workflows (processes for entering and managing the data). For the sake of
orientation, the user interfaces of major tools and workflows are distinguished by
different colours of the GUI features and background (Fig. 2.3A).
Individual workflow steps follow as closely as possible the real course of the
collection and management of archaeological data within the framework of
a dynamic model (see above). Moreover, it is usually the user who inputs new information and decides whether the particular segment of fieldwork activity was
described enough to move it forward to the next process state.10
The GUI and the application behaviour focuses on three basic objectives: (i) to
convert existing procedures for managing archaeological field activities into
a coherent administrative system; (ii) to create individual workflow segments on the
10

For the taxonomy of process rules and conditions, cf. Chapter 2.3.2.
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Fig. 2.3 A: Entering screen of the AMCR desktop client with the signpost towards the main AMCR
modules. B: Project record form with several parts corresponding to individual phases of data collection
(process states).
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basis of repeating forms in order to make the system easy to use; and (iii) to minimize
the risk of possible missteps.11 Workflows for harvesting the database, i.e. the Map
and the Search modules, also stem from the needs of the scientific community. An
emphasis was put on the flexibility of the application and the maximum comprehensibility of the results (exports, printed reports, etc.).

2.2.3 Tools for application of the AMCR data
The AMCR software application consists of six main modules (workflows): Map,
Search, Digital Archive, Project Management, Stand-alone Fieldwork and Help. These
workflows are assigned to the “public” use (user roles A-C); there are four additional
modules to be used by the “archivists” and administrators (D-E): Sites, Documents
and External Sources, PIAN Management and Administration (Fig. 2.3A).
The Search module represents a basic tool for viewing, extracting and analysing
data. It allows access to the archived data and documents, i.e. to those records that
are claimed to be complete and marked by the administrator as valid. The Search
module is available to all, even non-registered users. This tool enables the creation of
multi-criteria database queries that can be set through forms corresponding to the
contents of individual data classes. These pre-defined forms allow you to search for
projects, fieldwork events and sites, documents (Digital Archive form), aerial photographs (Archive of Aerial Photographs form – will be launched in 2017), and in the
bibliographic database. In addition to searching according to specific data types,
a general query form may be used to search all the contents of the AMCR. It is also
possible to use full-text search for open text fields and attributes relevant to more
than one data class (e.g. personal name, cadastre or site name, etc.).
After performing a query, the search results are displayed in thematically and
factually arranged tables showing all the main fields of the data class (Fig. 2.4 –
violet tabs). Tables are arranged according to projects, fieldwork events and sites,
components, finds, spatial identification (map view), text documents, image documents, aerial photographs, bibliography, and document files. In this phase, it is possible to browse through the records, arrange them according to any field, remove
individual items from the query as well as perform an inverse selection. It is important that the content of the other tables also changes according to the links between
the records of different tables. In principle, almost any specific data listing can be
achieved by the combination of an appropriate query form and subsequent filtering
of the data in the tabs.
A printed report can be saved in the PDF or RTF formats. The content is very
flexible: all data is segmented into 52 logical sections and users can create their own
combination of information they wish to obtain in printed form. Several data frameworks (based on the typical operations performed with the data) are predefined:
11

E.g. selective tables such as “Our Projects” or “My Fieldwork Events”; system control of entered data in
terms of their completeness and logical connections; various user alerts in the case of irreversible steps;
the replacement of icons with semantic descriptions of the control elements, etc.
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Fig. 2.4 Map window of the AMCR client; violet tabs belong to the interconnected contents of the query.

basic (a basic list of information), scientific (containing most information relevant
for research purposes), and administrative (supplemented by the data used for fieldwork management; cf. Tab. 2.3; Fig. 2.5). Search results can also be exported as
tables in CSV format (like any other table sheets in the application). If necessary, the
record identifiers enable linking the contents of various tables to each other, even
outside the AMCR system.
A second set of tools used for viewing and analysing the data contained in the
AMCR is associated with the map environment. The map window (Fig. 2.4) provides users with a selection of map layers (the Basic Map of the CR, an orthophoto
map, the Open Street Maps, the vector version of the Basic Map in 1:10,000 scale,
and the set of Cadastre Maps) that contextualize the map of the PIAN units (see
Chapter 2.3.1H).
The map browser window is equipped with a standard set of tools for
zooming, scrolling through, as well as measuring distance and areas. It is also
equipped with a spatial query tool, which represents an equivalent to the search
forms: data from the marked area is listed in tables in the same form as if selected
by the query forms. Now it is possible to switch the map window with the Data
tab to the content view of the selected area. Operations performed in both map
window modes are directly reflected in the tables of selected data, and, thus,
geographic operations can be used for compiling print reports and/or data
export. It is also possible to export vector geospatial data in CSV and GML for44
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mats. In the case of the map window, image export represents a counterpart to the
printed report. The export is based on the current view of the map window, which
is exported in JPEG format.

2.2.4 Field activity management
Only registered users can use workflows to insert new data and documents (Fig. 2.3).
The most complex workflow within the AMCR framework represents the registration of projects and project events, accessible only for “C” level users (see above).
This module follows the dynamic model of the fieldwork registration in its complete
range.
The workflow uses the Project data class as its main record unit. The project entry
is established whenever any intent to conduct a field intervention (a building,
mining or another activity possibly threatening archaeological contexts) is reported
to either one of the Institutes of Archaeology or other licensed organisations. In this
phase, a project is described by the name of the investor, location (verbal, administrative and by a point on the map), and some verbal characteristics of the expected
field intervention (Fig. 2.3B). This “enlisted” project (P1, see below) is not yet
assigned to any licensed organisation, and the information is, therefore, accessible to
all professional archaeologists.
When a licensed organisation concludes a contract with the investor to conduct
archaeological fieldwork, its designated personnel changes the project’s status in the
AMCR system, and the project becomes “reserved” (P2). At this point, the appropriate licensed organisation becomes the manager of the record and additional information can be added (such as details on responsible personnel), or additional files can
be attached.12 Even though a similar procedure is also followed in the case of purely
research projects, several adjustments are, however, necessary in this case: the identification of the investor is obviously not mentioned, while the documentation required
for permitting the research fieldwork by the archaeological heritage management
authorities has to be added. Upon the project’s reservation, editing the record
becomes solely the prerogative of the appropriate organisation. In all AMCR workflows, users are offered both the selection forms and tables that provide quick and
easy access to the projects in various stages of their processing.
A large number of registered and reserved projects are usually left unrealized
because the developer may withdraw from the project or change its parameters so
that the archaeological intervention is no longer required. In that case, the licensed
organisation can propose “cancelling” (P7) the project. Confirmation of this operation is solely at the discretion of the administrator. On the other hand, when appropriate field activities are launched, the licensed organisation records the starting date
and changes the project’s status to “initiated” (P3). This status remains valid up to
the completion of the fieldwork, when the responsible person again registers the final
12

For example, the scientific goals of the project, relevant sections of construction documentation or agreement with the investor.
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Tab. 2.3 Segments of the printed report of the AMCR data. Marked segments correspond to the
example on Fig. 2.5.
Tab

Data class

Report type
Report segments
A
B
C
Project title
Other cadastres
Localisation / Intervention circumstances

A

PROJECTS

Monument protection
Intervention notifier
Notifier – contacts
Project details
Project administrative data
Event / Site title
Other cadastres
Old cadastre name

B

FIELDWORK EVENTS / SITES

Event / Site / Document event
Event localisation / Site description
Note
Deposition of finds
Event / Site administrative data

PIAN (SPATIAL UNITS)

C

D

Spatial unit
Spatial unit details

COMPONENTS

Component, component note

DOCUMENT COMPONENTS

Document component, document
component note

FINDS

Find

DOCUMENT FINDS

Document find
Text document title

E

TEXT DOCUMENTS

Text document details
Text document administrative data

IMAGE DOCUMENTS

F
DETAILS - IMAGE

Image document title
Image document details
Image document description
Document events
Aerial image title

AERIAL IMAGES

G
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Aerial image details
Flight
Flight details

DETAILS - FLIGHT

Coordinates

SHAPES

Shapes
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Tab

H

Data class
DOCUMENT REFERENCES

Report type
Report segments
A
B
C
Document reference
Bibliographic reference pagination
Monographs
Monograph details
Proceedings articles
Proceedings articles details

I

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Journal papers
Journal paper details
Newspaper articles
Newspaper article details
Grey literature
Grey literature details
File

J

FILES

File details
File administrative data

Fig. 2.5 AMCR printed report form. Segments of the report may be freely combined by the user; for their
list see Tab. 2.3. This example comprises following data: [PROJ] – Project title: cadastre, (district), project type, process state, project ID. [naz] – Localisation / intervention circumstances: intervention initiative, localisation, land plot no. [ter] – Project details: project director, date of initiation, date of completion,
user ID. [akce] – Event title (event ID, cadastre, district, process state, [accessibility]. [akce] – Event: chief
archaeologist (organisation), dates of fieldwork conduction, fieldwork type 1, fieldwork type 2. [loko] –
Event localisation. DJ-XX – PIAN: type of documentation unit, PIAN ID (type, accuracy), easting:northing
(centroid). K-XX – Component: period, activity area (activities). Finds.
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date of the field activities, and the project is then designated as “completed” (P4).
Both statuses have practical consequences for submitting the scientific results of the
project. The starting date of the project indicates that the fieldwork – an archaeological event – was conducted; appropriate information about its results is, then,
expected, even if it was only a negative observation. The completion date is decisive
for the deadline for the submission of the final (excavation) report to the central
archives. When all scientific information and related documents are submitted
through the AMCR application, the licensed organisation suggests archiving the
project and the project status is changed to “submitted” (P5). Subsequently, the
archivist performs a factual and formal check of the submitted information and
documents. Based on their evaluation, the archivist can return the whole report or just
its parts for completion (A7), or they can declare all the project fieldwork events
completed (A8), and the project is “archived” (P6). When this occurs, the authors
lose the possibility to edit the records, and the records are published in the AMCR
system for other users (cf. Tab. 2.4; Fig. 2.7).

Tab. 2.4 List of the process states of the AMCR data classes.
State

Data class

Explanation

Eligible user

PROJECT
P1

ENLISTED

Project recorded by any licenced archaeological
organisation; in the future possibly by public authorities,
appropriate offices, etc.

Archaeologist

P2

RESERVED

Reserved for contracting the developer and conducting
the fieldwork by the organisation that made
the reservation

Archaeologist

P3

INITIATED

Fieldwork initiated; date given by the organisation
responsible for its conducting

Archaeologist

P4

COMPLETED

Fieldwork finished; date given by the organisation
responsible for its conducting

Archaeologist

P5

SUBMITTED

All data on project results submitted, incl. final
(excavation) report

Archaeologist

P6

ARCHIVED

Project results acknowledged (follows only after archiving
Archivist
of all connected final (excavation) reports – cf. A8)

P7

PROPOSED FOR
CANCELLATION

Project proposed for cancellation (no archaeological
fieldwork has been necessary)

Archaeologist

P8

CANCELLED

Cancellation confirmed

Archivist

FIELDWORK EVENTS
A0

UNREVISED

Batch imported data for revision to be done by users

Administrator

A1

DRAFT

Draft records created by users

Researcher

A2

RECORD
SUBMITTED

Fieldwork event record sent for archiving without
the excavation report (only for retrospective evidence
of fieldwork events)

Researcher
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State

Data class

Explanation

Eligible user

A3

RECORD RETURNED

Event record returned as invalid, revision requested

Archivist

A4

RECORD ARCHIVED

Event record archived without the final excavation report
(only for retrospective evidence of fieldwork events)

Archivist

A5

FINAL REPORT
POSTPONED

Event record archived, deadline date for the final
(excavation) report postponed

Archivist

FINAL REPORT
SUBMITTED

Final (excavation) report, incl. event record submitted

Researcher

FINAL REPORT
RETURNED

Final (excavation) report/event record returned,
revision requested

Archivist

ARCHIVED

Final (excavation) report accepted

Archivist

L1

UNREVISED

Batch imported data, unedited

Administrator

L2

REGISTERED

Recorded through the AMCR application

Archivist

L3

ARCHIVED

Validity confirmed

Archivist
Administrator

A6
A7
A8
SITE

DOCUMENT
D1

UNREVISED

Batch imported document, no links established

D2

REGISTERED

Inserted through the AMCR application, links to fieldwork
Researcher
events established

D3

ARCHIVED

Validity of links confirmed

Archivist

BIBLIOGRAPHY - EXTERNAL SOURCE
B1

UNREVISED

Batch imported data, unedited

Administrator

B2

REGISTERED

Recorded through the application

Researcher

B3

CONFIRMED

Validity confirmed

Archivist

UNREVISED

Batch imported data without validity control

Administrator

PIAN
1
2

REGISTERED

Recorded through the AMCR application

Researcher

3

CONFIRMED

Validity confirmed

Archivist

2.2.5 Collecting data on fieldwork results
Based on the circumstances of a particular fieldwork, projects change into one (usually) or more (less frequently) project fieldwork events. The number of events can
reflect the spatial distribution of the fieldwork, individual campaigns, staffing of the
fieldwork, or the professional preferences of the individual team members. The risk
of multiple records is eliminated by the affiliation of individual “events” with
unambiguously identified projects.
The “events” represent a framework within which research results are structured,
described and submitted to the information system. Records of archaeological events
are structured according to the standards of the Archaeological Database of Bohemia,
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more or less adopted by all other recordkeeping systems in the CR. The only novelty
in the AMCR system is the concept of “documentation unit”, which enhances system
modularity and links to the IIS ASP (Chapter 6).
The structure of the project fieldwork event is repeated in the description of
“events without project” – the so-called stand-alone events (see above). Since the
project and stand-alone events share a unified database structure, event record forms
of both types are identical in their structure and behaviour. The difference between
both workflows lies only in the fact that while the implementation and results of the
project events have to be administratively and factually supervised in the course of
their duration and archiving of the obtained data,13 stand-alone events represent
either non-destructive observations that can be repeated (geodetic-topographic survey, geophysical measurements, etc.), or events that were already conducted in the
past and quality control of their fieldwork is no longer relevant. Therefore, standalone events may also be recorded by other registered users (“researchers”), not only
those employed in the licensed organisations. For this reason, too, stand-alone events
are recorded through a separate workflow.
The event record within the AMCR system contains data of both an administrative and scientific nature. They are expressed by a multilevel structure of the documentation units with assigned appropriate components and finds (Fig. 2.6).
A description of particular trenches for the IIS ASP (cf. Chapter 6) can be created
within the scope of documentation unit management. Documentation units also
obtain a spatial identification with the help of the map interface; they can either be
assigned an already existing spatial unit or a completely new localization (a new
spatial unit) can be made. The user can upload temporary base layers, both in vector
(as GPX) and raster (GeoTIFF, GDAL/OGR standard) format. The fieldwork event
record also contains links to bibliographical records and documents. Within the fieldwork event workflow, relationships to the already existing external sources/documents can be created or new entities can be introduced.

2.2.6 Administration
The AMCR system is administered at two levels: (i) in three workflows connected to
the administration of data classes that cannot be edited by users of levels A-C (Sites,
Documents, Bibliography and PIAN Spatial Units), and (ii) the administration of
glossaries and user accounts. Batch import and export is executed outside the AMCR
system.
The management of sites is a closed workflow that shares the majority of steps
and its structure with the stand-alone event workflow. Currently, this workflow is
mainly used for editing existing records of “sites” (for a definition, see above; the
bulk input of new records is performed by the import tool), changing relationships
of the sites with the bibliographic records and documents, or for deleting records.
13
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It cannot be ruled out that this workflow could be opened in the future for e.g. a
special category of users cooperating in the collection of data on archaeological
heritage.
Workflow for the editing of documents and bibliographies has a similar
character. Even though common users are entitled to add documents as well as
bibliographic records in the course of creating fieldwork event records, they
cannot edit older records or change their links to the other events and sites. Such
functions are reserved for users with higher rights (D-E). Within this workflow it
is possible to change the metadata of bibliographical records or documents, add
or remove digital files, change links to the events and sites, and to delete records
as a whole. At the moment the workflow for editing document metadata is
optimized to the character of textual documents; more advanced utilities for
managing metadata on images will be added later as a part of the Digital Archive
module.
Spatial Unit (PIAN) management allows administrators to browse existing
spatial units and to remove them (in the case of defective or invalid records).
The user management interface allows the administrator to assign user roles to
individual users, to change institutional affiliation and contact information, or to
deactivate user accounts. In addition to rewriting and adding entries, glossary
editing makes it possible to analyse the frequency of their use.

2.2.7 Digital Archive
The Digital Archive module represents an intended segment of the AMCR. It will
provide advanced tools for viewing, inserting, describing and sorting all types
of documents and their metadata that are already contained in the AMCR data
structure. It does not represent a structural expansion of the AMCR but rather an
addition of functionalities and a related extension of the GUI. Particular requirements based on the daily needs of the IAP and IAB archives and digital repositories will be taken into consideration and the specific demands of the
co-operating projects focusing on remote sensing will be included in the design.14
Digital Archive module implementation is scheduled for 2016, with its launch by
the end of the year.

14

The development and implementation of this module into the AMCR structure is co-financed from the
budget of Grant Agency of the CR project From Find to Structure. The Information System of Remote
Sensing and the Potential of Aerial Photography for Archaeological Map Production (Identification code
GA13-19041S; principal investigator M. Gojda); and a Seventh Framework Programme project ARIADNE
– Advanced Research Infrastructure for Archaeological Dataset Networking in Europe (Grant Agr. No.
313193; principal investigator F. Nicolucci; regional investigator M. Kuna).
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Fig. 2.6 AMCR data model; letters mark segments of the system. A: Field interventions (projects); B
fieldwork events; C: sites; D: scientific description/contents of events and sites; E: formal description of
documents; F: specific extensions for aerial archaeology; G: scientific contents of documents; H: spatial
units (PIAN); J: catalogue of bibliographic references (external sources); K: details of the documentation units for the scopes of the IIS ASP project (description of “trenches”); L: scientific analyses and
expert assessments; M: recording finds obtained by metal detectors (under development).
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2.3 TECHNICAL BACKGROUND
2.3.1 Data model
The AMCR application can be described as an interconnected system of several
segments (groups of tables, data categories and glossaries) related to the functions of
the information system. Some segments are completely integrated (e.g. components
within the fieldwork events), other form more loosely connected modules standing
on the system’s periphery (e.g. shared data classes of the IIS ASP, etc.). The AMCR
segments (in Fig. 2.6 marked by colours and the letters A-M corresponding also to the
following text) consist of (A) records on planned field interventions (projects); (B)
records on fieldwork events (both project and stand-alone events); (C) records on
sites; (D) the scientific description/contents of fieldwork events and sites (components); (E) metadata on the form, origin, authorship and preservation of the field
documents in the IAP and IAB repositories, including (F) the Archive of Aerial Photographs (see Chapter 5); and (G) metadata on the contents of documents (document
components). These segments are logically linked to auxiliary information such as
(H) spatial units (PIAN), and (J) the catalogue of bibliographic references (external
sources). The detailed description of the documentation units (K – the IIS ASP
module; see Chapter 6) was developed in a separate project. Further development of
the system heads towards extensions by (L) the evidence of scientific analyses (also
in the IIS ASP module), and (M) the evidence of finds obtained by metal detector
surveys (under development).
The AMCR system is designed in such a way that most elements are separate
database objects. For example, the location of fieldwork events and their links to
bibliographical references are not recorded as “properties” of the fieldwork event
record, but as relationships between objects of separate classes that establish mutual links, usually of the 1:N or M:N type. Thus, a single event can be linked to an
unlimited amount of bibliographical records, and, at the same time, the same bibliographical title can be linked to many other events or sites. A concept of this type
takes full advantage of the relational database, but is, simultaneously, also very close
to object-oriented data models which further deepen the data class breakdown into
the basic entities. Moreover, it fulfils the need to create authority entries of various
data classes.

A. Recording field interventions (projects)
In this segment, the system mainly records administrative data on planned landscape
interventions, potential archaeological projects. The project data class contains
information on the reason for an intervention, its localization (by verbal description
as well as by a point on the map – however, not a PIAN unit yet), the builder and the
anticipated date of fieldwork. The project record is consecutively supplemented with
the date of initiating and finishing the work in the field and with information on
record archiving. Documentation on project planning, research design, etc., may be
added, but does not become part of the proper “document” repository.
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B. Recording archaeological fieldwork events
The description of the archaeological fieldwork events follows the traditional form of
the Report on Archaeological Event that has been used by the IAP for two decades now.
It contains details on the administrative unit (cadastre), the fieldwork’s circumstances
and location, its execution (director, organisation, time span), and the methods used
(cf. Fig. 1.5). Project events are always linked to a specific project, while this relationship is missing in stand-alone events. Documentation units are used for splitting
events into logical spatial entities (sections, trenches) that are further described by
components, and finds and are also related to PIAN spatial units.

C. Recording sites
The description of sites (for a definition, see Chapter 2.1.3; Fig. 2.2) is very similar to
the descriptive system of fieldwork events, though with a simpler structure. Data
relating to the fieldwork circumstances as well as its date are excluded; on the other
hand, it may include the name of the site (if it exists) and its type (in the sense of
a formal, “phenotypic” structure such as e.g. “cropmarks on aerial photography“,
a “barrow burial ground”, a “castle”, etc.). Each site corresponds to one documentation unit, which defines it in geospace by a link to a PIAN spatial unit and allows its
description on the level of components. Finds are not registered in the case of sites for
the reasons explained above in the text.

D. Scientific content description of events and sites (components)
The analytical potential of AMCR data is based on a descriptive system that allows
both the administrative and factual (“scientific”) description of the archaeological
evidence. The description of the scientific content is executed through “components”
tied to individual documentation units of events and sites. Components are defined
by chronological (period) and functional classification (type of activity area), attested
past activities (directly attested functional remains), and additional descriptive
information. “Finds”, a separate data class, subordinated to components, bring
further details on components but do not represent authority entries. Therefore, the
find records are not provided with identifiers and they do not obtain process states.
Finds are divided into immovable “features” and movable “objects”; each type
includes a two-level glossary (category and type of the find), and it can be further
refined by specification, indicative quantification and notes.
Area and period glossaries allow the description of components by using
terms from different levels of generalisation.15 For example, the period glossary
contains 135 chronological terms arranged in hierarchical order. Each term
corresponds to a numerical value specifying its position within the chronological
system and the numerically specified time span. Using this glossary, users can
15

For example, the term “settlement” also covers a “camp” – a temporary settlement of hunter-gatherer
communities, a “homestead” – a settlement of the smallest social unit, or a “village” – an agricultural
settlement founded by a medieval community according to fixed settlement and legal norms (cf. Tab.
2.7).
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search records according to a single period or a time span; all hierarchically
inferior (“included”) terms and/or more general (“superior”) terms may be considered (cf. Fig. 2.8).16

E. Digital Archive and file repository
This module is used for describing and storing different types of documents produced in the course of archaeological fieldwork ranging from field documentation to
final (excavation) reports and expert assessments (reports). Text documents, digital
data, photographs, plans and other types of documents are registered and stored.
The document classification respects the practice that has been historically established in the IAP in recent decades. Therefore, fifteen “series” of documents, each
with its own identifiers, have been distinguished (see Tab. 2.1).
Document records describe the physical form of the analogue original (if it
exists), authorship of the document, the state of preservation, etc. The descriptive
system was created after 2002 as part of the digitisation of the IAP Archive.
Currently, the majority of documents are already described by metadata. The creation of links between documents and the corresponding fieldwork events or sites,
howerer, represents a bigger challenge than the description itself. So far, achieving
this task has been limited by the lack of authority files of the other data classes.
The description of documents specifies its type (e.g. “excavation report”, “feature
plan”, a “picture of the trench”, etc.), author, material of the original (e.g. “black-andwhite negatives”, “digital text”, etc.), creation date and other information. Properties specific to certain types of documents are kept in separate tables called Extra
Data and Personal Photos. An Extra Data table includes data obtained from the Exif
files of digital photographs (e.g. the image’s exact date and the geographic coordinates recorded by the camera), dimensions of the photo or the plan, the number of the
feature (stratigraphic unit) according to the original field documentation and details
on the event related to the document (in the case of photos from e.g. conferences,
etc.). The names of persons captured in the images can be included in the Personal
Photos table.
Metadata on digital files (including copies of analogue documents) are included
in the Files table. This table contains data on the physical appearance and genesis of
the digital documents (e.g. name, original label, size, date of storing, etc.).

F. Recording aerial photographs
Specific information on aerial photographs is included in two extensions of the
AMCR: Shapes and Flights data classes. Other information concerning aerial
archaeology is recorded together with documents, sites, components and PIAN units.
The Shapes data class contains a description of the specific marks (cropmarks, soil
marks, etc.) observed in aerial photographs (e.g. “maculae”, “small rectangular
16
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enclosures”, etc.). The Flights data class summarizes information of “events” of
aerial survey (flight date, weather conditions, airport, pilot’s name, the name of the
archaeologist, etc.). For more information about the aerial photographs module, see
Chapter 5.

G. Scientific content description of the documents
Documents, too, can be divided into logical parts related to particular fieldwork
events or sites. These logical segments are called “document units” (similar to the
“documentation units” of fieldwork events). Document units may obtain their own
description in terms of components and finds, and, at the same time, they form a link
between the document and a specific fieldwork event or site.
The document’s content description has a double meaning. First, documents
(mainly various reports) sometimes contain information about fieldwork that is
otherwise unrecorded, or (and this is more common) the document and the event
record have not been interlinked yet. Such cases are described as “unidentified fieldwork events”, an extension of the document unit description. These entries simulate
the fieldwork event records, but once the event or site relevant to the document is
recorded or identified, the information is attached to it and the virtual “unidentified
event” record is deleted.
Second, the description of the document´s content is necessary mainly because
many documents do not relate to the fieldwork events in their entirety but rather to
their specific parts, e.g. individual features, chronological segments, etc.
In principle, the link between a document and a fieldwork event can be of three
different types: (i) between an event and its primary field documentation kept in the
archives (IAP/IAB repositories); (ii) between an event record and a document that
contains, from the viewpoint of the event, only secondary information (e.g. indicating the event just as an analogy, spatial correspondence, etc.); (iii) between an event
and a document kept outside the IAP/IAB repositories (this type of relationship is
included among “external links”, i.e. links between an event and an “external
source”).
The validity of a link between a document and a specific archaeological event may
be ambiguous at the moment, in particular, for the first and second type of the link.
In the course of data revision these links were validated; however, the process cannot be considered completed. To deal with this situation, the data model was
equipped with the auxiliary data class References, which helps to interconnect documents and events (sites) when a direct link (of the first type, i.e. through a document
unit) remains uncertain. The “references” (links of the second category) are gradually
validated and transferred either to direct links between events and documents or to
external references. However, the type of relationship does not matter for the application search functions.

H. Recording spatial units (PIAN)
PIAN are units spatially characterizing the documentation units of the fieldwork
events and sites. These spatial units can have different “shape” (polygon, line or
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point) and accuracy (1-4 grades). The degree of accuracy corresponds to a possible
error less than several metres (1), tens of metres (2), hundreds of metres (3), or if the
find can be located only by the name of the cadastre (4). Any spatial unit may be
linked to a larger number of documentation units (regardless their type), since the
user can connect new fieldwork records to already existing spatial units. Thus, the
creation of redundant data is prevented. Within the AMCR system, the spatial units
are stored at two levels: (i) within the metadata description of shapes, accuracy, and
the author who defined the unit, and (ii) within the geometry of the geographic
elements. Spatial units of the 1-3 accuracy are defined by users through the AMCR
map interface. Spatial units with the accuracy 4 are defined automatically on the basis
of the regularly updated digital map of the cadastral territories of the CR.
Due to the integration of existing data, the AMCR system uses not only the
current cadastral maps, but also previous cadastre names and areas that ceased to
exist as a result of merging, renaming, division, etc. The cadastral area name has
always been used in archaeological literature as one of the major identifiers of fieldwork activities and sites. Therefore, it is not plausible to simply convert the data to
the current state because a significant number of links could be lost. Any cadastre
(i) that has a name that does not match any of the current cadastres, or (ii) whose
definition on the map does not match the existing situation, is considered “old”. Such
cadastres are marked in the glossary by an asterisk. A comparison of the state in 1949
and 2015 represents the starting point for the evaluation of the old cadastral record.
Even though the so-called old cadastres cannot be used for the description of project
events (they are always newly created), they can be used in the case of the standalone (often old) events. Search functions allow the creation of queries based on
either the old cadastres (only the relevant data will be displayed), or the current
cadastral areas, where data from the old cadastres are displayed according to the
links to the contemporary cadastral areas. The cadastre glossary as well as the list of
the old cadastres will be updated once a year.

J. Recording external sources (bibliographical catalogue)
The AMCR records bibliographies in the External Sources data class, which contains
authority entries of bibliographic records. The term “external source” is used because
these sources are stored outside the IAP/IAB repositories. All kinds of publications,
grey literature as well as unpublished reports can be considered. The record structure
follows the common standards of quotation (AR 1998, 336-339), with an added identifier (system number – “sysno”) of the ALEPH library system17 applied by the IAP
library. Thus, the database can be regularly updated and the volumes easily found in
the library.
External resources are divided into five categories (with a different pattern of
description fields): A – book or proceedings; B – part of a book or an article in
proceedings; C – journal article; D – article in newspapers, and E – unpublished
report. External references connect the external sources to sites and fieldwork events.
17
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It is possible to specify the page range of any link (pagination). Although the AMCR
system has not been created for full-text storage of bibliographies, the sysno identifier allows a connection to library systems that already contain such files, or will contain them in the future.

K. Recording details of the documentation units (IIS ASP module)
Like the aerial photographs module, the IIS ASP is also fully integrated into the
AMCR system. It extends the system of documentation units, by auxiliary descriptions of documentation points and leveling data for cases in which a documentation
unit is classified as a “trench” (part of the fieldwork event resulting from the course
and method of excavation). For more information about the IIS ASP module, see
Chapter 6.

L. Recording scientific analyses (IIS ASP module)
The expanding range of scientific methods applied in archaeology has created the
need to systemize the evidence of taken samples, and, simultaneously, to record the
submitted expert assessments. Records of this type will be connected to specific
contexts (documentation units) and reports (documents). The implementation of this
module will be subject to future system expansions.

M. Recording finds obtained by metal detectors
A system used for recording finds obtained by metal detectors represents another
anticipated AMCR periphery. This module will address the need for collecting data
from a wide community of metal detector users in the CR. It will be connected to the
system at the level of documentation units, and the data will be kept in the linked
Detector Finds data class. Thus, individual finds may be recorded with a brief
description, photograph and a precise position.

2.3.2 Business rules and process states
The collection and management of AMCR data is regulated by the so-called business rules that define what type of user manages the data in question, when the
particular data should be input, and what response is expected. The business rules
are controlled either automatically by the system, or by interaction with the user. Furthermore, they are tied to “process states” – stages through which records of the
relevant data class pass. Each of these states corresponds to a certain range of data
that can (or should) be inserted, and to certain rights and obligations of the users.
The system records the date of transition of a record from one state to the other, as
well as the name of the user who performed the transition. It is also possible to record
changes in states that can be acquired repeatedly (e.g. returning the event report for
completion and a repeated submission), and the reasons that caused them.
Process states are partial phases in the creation of the archaeological record (information, evidence or knowledge in wider terms). The life cycle of project records has
already been detailed as an example in Chapter 2.2.4. The life cycle of fieldwork events
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is more or less similar; it has various alternatives depending on the type of event (project event or stand-alone event). Project events can only pass through the A1-A2-A6A7-A8 states, because the submission of a database entry on the results of fieldwork
without a prescribed excavation report is not allowed. The life cycle of stand-alone
events, mainly old fieldwork in which the preparation of the full excavation report is
not likely, is composed of the complete range of steps (Fig. 2.7; Tab. 2.4). Even records
of other data classes pass through certain process states, though in a simpler form.
Table 2.4 shows a list of process states of particular data classes. The user role that
is given by the table as being entitled to perform the change is the “minimal” level,
i.e. users with higher rights can also perform the relevant operations.

Fig. 2.7 Scheme of the process states of the data classes Projects and Fieldwork Events. For the
meaning of symbols, see Tab. 2.4.

2.3.3 Glossaries
AMCR data are largely structured by standardized glossaries. Glossaries (indexes,
thesauri) define the relevant level of details, facilitate the recording of typical information, enable searching and allow the data to be machine-analysed and connected
with other systems. Moreover, the glossaries also ensure the general use of consistent
terminology, which leads to better orientation in the data.
The AMCR uses several types of selection lists, namely (i) simple drop-down
lists; (ii) bi-level drop-down lists in which the first general categories are shown,
and then individual entries can be seen (e.g. finds, areas, periods, etc.), and (3) lists
with pre-selection. All these lists are populated by values from appropriate
glossaries (see Tab. 2.5). Simple lists may include auxiliary information for better
orientation (e.g. district names for cadastre). Bi-level drop-down lists can save
either just the specific entry (such as areas, site type, etc.) or both entries used for
selection (category and find type). The third type of lists (with preselection), is used
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Tab. 2.5 List of the AMCR glossaries. “System” = glossaries that cannot be simply edited even by the
administrator for they affect functions of the system.
Glossary name

Data class

Type

ACCESSIBILITY

Projects, Fieldwork Events, Sites, Documents

simple, system

ACTIVITIES

Components

simple, system

ACTIVITY AREAS

Components

two-stepped

AIRPORT

Flights

simple

AUTHOR ROLE

External Sources

simple

CADASTRES

Projects, Fieldwork Events, Sites

simple, system

CATEGORY / CLASS OF FEATURE

Finds

two-stepped

CATEGORY / CLASS OF OBJECT

Finds

two-stepped

CATEGORY / CLASS OF SITE

Sites

two-stepped

COMPONENT TYPE

Components, Document Components

simple

COORDINATE SYSTEM

PIAN

simple, system

COUNTRY

Extra Data

simple

REGION

Projects, Fieldwork Events, Sites

simple, system

DATE SPECIFICATION

Fieldwork Events (stand-alone)

simple, system

DISTRICT

Projects, Fieldwork Events, Sites

simple, system

DOCUMENT FORMAT (SIZE)

Extra Data

simple

DOCUMENT LANGUAGE

Documents

simple

DOCUMENT MATERIAL

Documents

simple

DOCUMENT TYPE

Documents

simple, system

DOCUMENTATION UNIT TYPE

Documentation Units (Fieldwork Events)

simple, system

EVENT TYPE

Extra Data

simple

EXTERNAL SOURCE TYPE

External Sources

simple, system

FEATURE SPECIFICATION

Finds

two-stepped

FIELDWORK EVENT TYPE

Fieldwork Events

two-stepped

FIND TYPE

Finds

simple, system

NAME (PERSONAL)

Projects, Fieldwork Events, Documents,
External Sources, Personal Photographs

simple

OBJECT SPECIFICATION

Finds

simple

ORGANISATION

Projects, Fieldwork Events, Documents, External Sources

simple

ORGANISATION TYPE

Organisation

simple

PERIOD

Components, Document Components

two-stepped

PRESERVATION STATE
(DOCUMENT)

Extra Data

simple

PROJECT TYPE

Projects

simple, system

SERIES

Documents

simple, system

SHAPE

Shapes

simple

SITE TYPE

Sites

simple, system
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Glossary name

Data class

Type

SPATIAL UNIT (PIAN) ACCURACY

PIAN

simple, system

SPATIAL UNIT (PIAN) TYPE

PIAN

simple, system

SUBSTITUTION (DOCUMENT)

Extra Data

simple

VISIBILITY

Flights

simple

WEATHER

Flights

simple

for fields with too many potential values (e.g. names or cadastres); in such cases,
several starting characters have to be typed before the drop-down list shows its
content and allows selection.
Glossary entries contained in the AMCR stem from their predecessors used in the
Archaeological Database of Bohemia (Kuna – Křivánková 2006). The system of key words
is based on standard archaeological terminology (Tab. 2.6) and includes entries that
are, according to the existing data analyses, more frequently attested. The AMCR
generally prefers locked glossaries, where the addition of new entries is possible only
in justified cases and after consultation with the system administrator. An exception
to this rule is represented by the Names glossary, where a steady increase of data can
be expected, and, therefore, users are allowed to enter them.
The glossaries are usually ordered by a number assigned to each term. Moreover,
entries can be arranged alphabetically or chronologically (periods) according to their
meaning (finds) or frequency of use (type of the project). Some glossaries may also
include a field with the “semantic extent” of the keyword defining hierarchical relationships among the entries and reflected during the search procedure (Fig. 2.8).
The AMCR glossaries form the basis of a consistent branch terminology used
in fieldwork practice in the CR. All glossaries are currently available online.18

2.3.4 Identifiers
The main goal of the AMCR is to create a uniform and sustainable system for the
evidence of archaeological fieldwork events, their results and related information
sources. Therefore, the majority of the data classes must contain unique and persistent identifiers (PIDs) of the records. Such identifiers (IDs) are, within the AMCR system, assigned to all new entries as well as retrospectively to all imported existing
data after the control of their validity.
The AMCR identifiers are derived from the IDs of the projects and stand-alone
fieldwork events. Such IDs should accompany records in all their evidence stages
and represent an element that unambiguously links scientific databases, fieldwork
management, relevant documents, publications, and, last but not least, finds in
museum collections.

18
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Tab. 2.6 Part of the Activity Areas glossary and its match to the Activity glossary. Terms in capitalized
letters are hierarchically higher than the following (hierarchically lower) expressions. Both levels may
be used in recording fieldwork event components.

camp

hunter-gatherers´ settlement

x

farmstead

isolated settlement unit

x

village

structured in space, social and legal
status assumed

x

special-community
settlement

e.g. mineworkers´ settlement,
barracks, etc.

x

hill-top site

particular location, special function
assumed

x

SUPRACOMMUNITY
AREA

may, but need not include residential
area

ditch enclosure

e.g. Neolithic rondel

hillfort

fortified area (stronghold) in
a particular location, special function(s)
assumed

proto-urban
settlement

concentration of residential and
production activities; e.g. suburb

x

town

spatially structured, fortification,
specialized production, special legal
status assumed

x

residual finds

hoarding

isolated

funerary

x

monastery

x

ELITE SETTLEMENT

x

x

curia/manorial farm

fortified area; for prehistory e.g.
Viereckschanze

x

fortified manor

lower elites´ Medieval residence

x

x

castle

higher elites´ Medieval residence

x

x

town palace

x

chateau/villa

x

CULT AREA

cult

x

battle

general meaning, typical for
agricultural prehistory

communication

SETTLEMENT

manufacture

Description

residential

Activity area
(component)

mining

Activity ( x – automatically assigned)

x

x

cult/ritual site

no built features

x

cross

column shrines, calvary, conciliation
cross, (continues...)

x
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Fig. 2.8 The way of selecting records according to types of the chronological query. A: Selection of
a single term; B: selection of a single plus included terms; C: selection of a single plus both hierarchically
superior (potentially connected) and included terms; D: selection of a chronological interval;
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Unique IDs can be created only if there are lists of authority entries (authority
files) of the given data classes; their creation was among the main objectives of the
AMCR project. When designing the IDs, attention was paid to their logical nature,
and, to a certain degree, comprehensible form. For example, every ID indicates the
regional context of the data (C – Bohemia/Čechy; M – Moravia) and the kind of data
class they belong to, etc. (Tab. 2.7). Wherever possible, the preceding system of identification has been preserved, since many entries may already be in circulation in the
scientific literature (e.g. IDAF numbers, identification numbers of photographs from
the IAP Archive, old reference numbers of documents, etc.), although sometimes it
was necessary to modify their format.
The system distinguishes between permanent and temporary IDs. Permanent IDs
are assigned in a process state when the record is expected to become stable; the removal of invalid identifiers can cause unnecessary gaps. Therefore, permanent identifiers are assigned to fieldwork events only after submitting the record for validation;
projects obtain them after reserving (P2), while sites, documents, bibliographies and
PIAN only upon their archiving. All records can be also imported into the system in
batches, with permanent IDs already assigned outside the system.

2.3.5 Technical implementation
The AMCR system was designed in the standard architecture of the client-server
type. The client interface takes the form of a desktop application based on a JAVA
platform (version 8 and higher), with secured compatibility with MS Windows 7 (and
higher), Unix/Linux, and OS X (Apple). The client software requires at least 1 GB of
free space on your hard disc, 1.5 GB of free RAM, a 1.5 GHz processor, and a stable
internet connection. You can download, install and run the client interface via the
JNLP file; the installation can be removed by using the JAVA configuration menus.
The client uses a default JAVA cache for data storage, and local copies of glossaries
are kept in the User\AppData folder (in MS Windows; location is controlled by the
JAVA platform). You can log in to the application as an anonymous user or as a registered user with a proper user name and password. New registration is possible after
logging in as an anonymous user.

E: selection of a chronological interval plus hierarchically superior terms. Red: direct selection; ochre:
indirect selection (“included” and “superior” meanings). The sequence and range of individual terms
are defined by their numerical values (first number corresponds to the start of the interval covered, the
number in square brackets delimits its end): 40 [109] – Palaeolithic to Mesolithic; 50 [99] – Palaeolithic; 60 [69] – Lower Palaeolithic; 70 [79] – Middle Palaeolithic; 71 – Moustérien; 72 – Krumlovien;
73 – Taubachien; 74 – Micoquien; 80 [89] – Upper Palaeolithic; 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86 – individual
Upper Palaeolithic cultures; 90 [99] – Late Palaeolithic; 91, 92, 93, 94 – individual Late Palaeolithic
cultures; 100 [109] – Mesolithic; 110 [439] – agricultural prehistory; 120 [209] – Neolithic/Eneolithic;
130 [159] – Neolithic; 140 [149] – Early Neolithic; 141 – Linear Pottery c.; 142, 143: further Early
Neolithic cultures; 150 [159] – Late Neolithic; 151 – Stroke Pottery c.; 153 – Lengyel c.; etc.
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Tab. 2.7 Identifiers in the AMCR information system.
Record type

ID constituents

Example

PROJECT

region – year (2 digits) + number

C-1600001

PROJECT FIELDWORK EVENT

project + character

C-1600001A

STAND-ALONE EVENT

region – 9 + number + character

C-9000001A

SITE (monument)

region – N + number

C-N1000001

SITE (aerial survey)

region – L + number

C-L1000001

DOCUMENTATION UNIT

event – D + unit number

C-1600001A-D01

COMPONENT

event – K + component number

C-1600001A-K01

FIND

w/o ID (non-authority data class)

-

SPATIAL UNIT (PIAN)

P – map sheet number – number

P-1224-00001

PROJECT DOCUMENTATION

document series – project – number

TX-C-1600001-01

DOCUMENT (text)

region – document series – year + number

C-TX-201600001

DOCUMENT (fieldwork
digital photos)

document series – event – number

DT-C-1600001A-00001

DOCUMENT (new plans)

document series – event – number

PY-C-1600001A-001

DOCUMENT (other, old)

region – document series – year + number

C-FT-198800001

EVENT RECORD
(automatically generated)

document series – event – number

ZA-C-1600001A-01

SITE RECORD
(automatically generated)

document series – site – number

ZL-C-N1000001-01

DOCUMENT UNIT

document – D + number

DT-C-1300001A-12345-D01

DOCUMENT COMPONENT

document – K + number

C-TX-201221458-K01

EXTERNAL SOURCE

BIB – number

BIB-0000001

FLIGHT

region – LET – number

C-LET-00001

Communication between the client and the server is verified by the THAWTE SSL
certificate. Standard communication with the server is controlled by the XML-RPC
protocol; transmissions of large data files use the FTP protocol. Batch data import
and export by the system administrator uses the HTTP protocol. Server architecture
is based on the application LemonTree server (SmartGIS, Ltd.) implemented in the
PHP. The server facilitates, organizes and controls communication between the desktop client and the database. Furthermore, the server applies the PostgreSQL database
with the PostGIS extension for spatial data processing, the auxiliary MySQL database and a file server. The file server and databases are backed up daily in the form
of a dump record and saved on two independent servers in Prague and Kutná Hora.
Once a month, the backup runs on an offline tape backup device, and a complete system backup is performed once a year. The backup files will be stored over a long period (in the case of the annual backups, up to 10 years). The server is fully virtualized,
and secured by the failover mechanism. User interaction takes place through the mail
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server via the email address info@amapa.cz. Return replies to this email address are
re-directed to the addresses of appropriate system administrators at the IAP
(amcr@arup.cas.cz) and IAB (amcr@arub.cz) respectively.
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